
Models of Motion – Spring, 2014-15 
    

Lab 30: Hanging with Hooke, Pendulum Periods, and Fourier Fun 
 
Goals: Improve teamwork and communication capacities; explore various types of periodic motion and extensions. 
Groups & Lab Notebook: Work in pairs. Update Table of Contents. Take good notes. 
 
Part 1: Hanging with Hooke (we’ll gather data as a class) 
1) From mass vs. spring extension at equilibrium data, make a plot of spring force vs. stretch in LoggerPro. Fit a line 

and extract out the spring constant 𝑘𝑘. 
2) Plot position vs. time and another plot of velocity vs. time for the oscillating mass, for just the first few periods. 
3) Fit a Sine curve to the position vs. time graph for just the first few periods. Write down the best fit curve equation, 

and identify the amplitude 𝐴𝐴, angular frequency 𝜔𝜔, and initial phase 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 by comparing to the form 𝐴𝐴 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖). 
Include units. 

4) Use the relationships 𝜔𝜔 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 and 𝜋𝜋 = 1/𝑇𝑇 to calculate the frequency 𝜋𝜋 and the period 𝑇𝑇. Include their units. 
5) For a spring mass system, 𝜔𝜔 = �𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚. Are your results consistent with this theoretical prediction? 
6) Fit a Sine curve to the velocity vs. time graph, for just the first few periods. Write down the parameters from the 

curve fit. Take the derivative (with respect to time) of the position function 𝐴𝐴 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖). Compare this to your fit 
results, and discuss whether your results are consistent with your theoretical prediction. 

7) Make a plot of position vs. time for long enough time to clearly show the damping behavior due to friction. Figure 
out how to define (or modify) a function in LoggerPro’s curve fit for damped oscillations: 𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒−𝑡𝑡/2𝜏𝜏sin(𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔 + 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖) (use 
easier symbols in LoggerPro). Here 𝜏𝜏 = 𝑚𝑚/𝑏𝑏, where 𝑏𝑏 is the damping coefficient. Use your defined function to 
determine 𝜏𝜏 (what are its units) and 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑. Can 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 be distinguished from 𝜔𝜔? Determine 𝑏𝑏 (and its units). 

 
Part 2: Pendulum Periods 
1) Launch the PhET Pendulum Lab 2.03 available at https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/pendulum-lab/pendulum-

lab_en.html 
2) Pull the pendulum to one side, and release. Play around with (reset in between changes) changing the friction, 

time, planet, showing velocity, acceleration, and energy. 
3) Figure out what the photogate tool does. 
4) Use the photogate tool to systematically measure the dependence of the period of the pendulum on length, 

holding mass, initial amplitude (choose 5o or less), and planet fixed (choose Earth), for no friction. Gather data (at 
least 10 points, spanning full range), make a plot (in LoggerPro, and keep – you may do some curve fitting later 
on). 

5) Use the photogate tool to systematically measure the dependence of the period of the pendulum on mass, 
holding length, initial amplitude, and planet fixed (choose Earth), for no friction. Gather data (at least 10 points, 
spanning full range), make a plot. 

6) Use the photogate tool to systematically measure the dependence of the period of the pendulum on initial 
amplitude, holding mass, length, and planet fixed (choose Earth), for no friction. Gather data, make a plot. 

7) For a simple pendulum with low amplitude swings, 𝜔𝜔 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 = �𝑔𝑔/ℓ, so 𝑇𝑇 = 2𝜋𝜋�ℓ/𝑔𝑔. Is this consistent with the 
results from your simulation? Support with some calculations and curve fitting. 

8) Are you surprised that there doesn’t seem to be any dependence of period on mass? 
9) Figure out the acceleration due to gravity on Planet X. Support with data, calculations, curve fitting, etc. 
 
Part 3: Fun with Fourier 
1) Run the Fourier: Making Waves interactive simulation, available at 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/fourier, then press the green Run Now! button and follow any prompts 
required to run the simulation. 

2) Make sure you are in the Discrete tab (this should be the default). 
3) Play around (stay in the Discrete tab, please). 
4) Now, pursue a slightly more systematic investigation (turn off sound if needed). Do the following: Reset All; Set 

Graph controls to function of time (t); Turn on the Auto scale button. Investigate what happens if you increase 
each amplitude to 1 by itself (so all the other amplitudes are 0), and then to –1. What do you notice about the 
period of each successive function, compared to the previous? 

5) Now, investigate what happens to the Sum if you have more than one period at the same time: for example, set 
A1 = 1 and A2 = 1. Set A1 = 1 and A2 = –1. Set A1 = 1 and A2 = 0.5. Try A1 = –0.5 and A3 = 1. Add in more and 
more sin waves, etc. 

6) If you haven't already, try the different preset functions: triangle, square, sawtooth, wave packet. 
7) Does this give you a sense of how a complex periodic function can be built up of simple periodic functions?      
8) Now, go to the Wave Game tab. Play the Wave Game for a while. You switch levels using Game controls. It starts 

to become more challenging at Level 5, but the earlier levels give you good practice.  
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